Teamwork in the Operating Room

Frontline Perspectives among Hospitals and Operating Room Personnel


Background: The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations is proposing that hospitals measure culture beginning in 2007. However, a reliable and widely used measurement tool for the operating room (OR) setting does not currently exist.

Methods: OR personnel in 60 US hospitals were surveyed using the Safety Attitudes Questionnaire. The teamwork climate domain of the survey uses six items about difficulty speaking up, conflict resolution, physician–nurse collaboration, feeling supported by others, asking questions, and heeding nurse input. To justify grouping individual-level responses to a single score at each hospital OR level, the authors used a multilevel confirmatory factor analysis, intraclass correlations, within-group interrater reliability, and Cronbach’s α. To detect differences at the hospital OR level and by caregiver type, the authors used multivariate analysis of variance (items) and analysis of variance (scale).

Results: The response rate was 77.1%. There was robust evidence for grouping individual-level respondents to the hospital OR level using the diverse set of statistical tests, e.g., Comparative Fit Index = 0.99, root mean squared error of approximation = 0.05, and acceptable intraclass correlations, within-group interrater reliability values, and Cronbach’s α = 0.79. Teamwork climate differed significantly by hospital (F(59, 1,911) = 4.06, P < 0.001) and OR caregiver type (F(4, 1,911) = 9.96, P < 0.001).

Conclusions: Rigorous assessment of teamwork climate is possible using this psychometrically sound teamwork climate scale. This tool and initial benchmarks allow others to compare their teamwork climate to national means, in an effort to focus more on what excellent surgical teams do well.

TEAMWORK in the operating room (OR) is an important component of OR efficiency, quality of care, and patient safety. One principle in the 1999 Institute of Medicine report was to “promote effective team functioning” to create safe hospital systems. Errors in the OR can have catastrophic consequences for patients, families, caregivers, and entire institutions. Breakdowns in communication and collaboration among OR team members have resulted in retained sponges, mismatched blood transfusions, and wrong-extremity nerve blocks. In addition, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations recently reported breakdowns in communication as a leading root cause of wrong-site surgeries, operative and postoperative events, sentinel events, delays in treatment, and medication errors.

As such, anesthesiology and surgical departments now find themselves under increasing pressure to prevent these negative outcomes. The result has been a growing pool of team-training interventions and consultants that may improve the quality and efficiency of our clinical work through better teamwork. However, these training mechanisms are generally devoid of any reliable metrics to demonstrate improvements in teamwork.

The aviation industry has demonstrated important ties between teamwork and performance. This teamwork-safety association surfaced after investigating commercial aviation accidents and exposing cockpit crew member’s reluctance to speak up and question the actions of a captain. From this came surveys to assess frontline pilots’ perceptions of cockpit climate, which were also used to predict pilot perforance. We applied this aviation model in medicine to assess teamwork climate and found similar intimidation and reluctance to voice concerns in the OR. Fortunately, there is emerging evidence demonstrating that teamwork climate in the OR is responsive to interventions, specifically preoperative briefings. Using a model adapted from commercial aviation, OR teams have conducted a brief discussion just before skin incision at the time of a surgical “time-out” to briefly review names and roles of all team members, the operative plan, familiarity with the procedure, and potential issues for the case. Two separate studies
performed preoperative briefings and assessed caregiver collaboration using teamwork climate items before and after briefings. Each study found significant improvement in the post-teamwork climate.9,10

To date, there are no psychometrically sound tools to measure culture that are widely used in the OR setting. Nevertheless, teamwork climate is a recognized marker of performance,5,11 and hospitals are encouraged to start measuring culture in the year before the new Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations requirement. The need for empirically sound tools grows stronger as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations requirement date approaches.

The primary aims of this study were (1) to test the psychometric properties (i.e., reliability and validity) of a teamwork climate scale in the OR setting and (2) to provide some initial benchmarking information on OR teamwork climate scale in the OR setting and (2) to provide some initial benchmarking information on OR teamwork climate scale in the OR setting. Secondary objectives of this study were to examine differences in perceptions of OR teamwork by hospital and caregiver type.

Materials and Methods

Our survey, the Safety Attitudes Questionnaire (SAQ),12,13 is a refinement of the Intensive Care Unit Management Attitudes Questionnaire.8,14 The latter was adapted from the Flight Management Attitudes Questionnaire15 and its predecessor, the Cockpit Management Attitudes Questionnaire.16 These surveys are reliable and sensitive to change,17 and the elicited attitudes are shown to predict performance.18–20 There is a 25% overlap in item content between the SAQ and the Flight Management Attitudes Questionnaire. We improved content validity and created an OR version of the SAQ after reviewing the literature on teamwork in the OR, conducting focus groups and asking OR caregivers to review the survey for content relevance.

The six domains of the SAQ are teamwork climate, safety climate, job satisfaction, perceptions of management, stress recognition, and working conditions. These domains are based on previous research in aviation and medicine.8,14,21,22 Relative to other culture survey instruments being used in health care, the SAQ seems to be the leading tool given its content and characteristics of validity and reliability.23 Results from the teamwork climate domain are reported in this article. Teamwork climate reflects how caregivers from the same work unit perceive quality of collaboration between personnel. Six of the 30 SAQ domain items define teamwork climate.

Content validity of the OR teamwork climate items was established through behavioral observations of OR teamwork during surgical procedures,24 which highlighted specific behaviors contributing to observer ratings of overall OR teamwork and drew attention to frequent communication breakdowns between caregivers. Teamwork behaviors observed included assertion (speaking up when there is a problem), conflict resolution (resolving disagreements), inquiry (asking questions), and interdisciplinary coordination (e.g., collaboration between physicians and nurses). These themes also surfaced in focus groups of caregivers25 and during behavioral observations of neonatal resuscitations.26 These same collaboration themes are well represented in the OR teamwork climate items: Nurse input about patient care is well received in the OR; in the ORs here, it is difficult to speak up if I perceive a problem with patient care; disagreements in the ORs here are resolved appropriately (i.e., not who is right but what is best for the patient); I have the support I need from other personnel to care for patients; it is easy for personnel in the ORs here to ask questions when there is something that they do not understand; and the physicians and nurses here work together as a well-coordinated team. Response options for each item ranged from 1 (disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly).

The SAQ (Operating Room Version) was administered to all OR caregivers in a Catholic health system comprised of 60 hospitals in 16 states in July and August of 2004. No one was excluded, and OR caregivers included surgeons, anesthesiologists, surgical technicians, certified registered nurse anesthetists, and OR nurses. For clarification of terminology, these five OR caregiver types were aggregated within each hospital and referred to as the “hospital OR level,” whereas each type of caregiver was aggregated among all hospitals as the “caregiver level.” Random sampling was not performed because of small sample sizes in caregiver types within a hospital that would threaten the representativeness of the data. Instead, we surveyed all hospitals and sought as high a response rate as possible within each caregiver type. Surveys were administered during preexisting departmental and staff meetings, together with a pencil and return sealable envelope to maintain confidentiality. Individuals not captured in preexisting meetings received a hand-delivered survey, pencil, and return envelope. No personal identifying information was tracked beyond caregiver type and hospital.

Statistical Analysis

Teamwork climate scale scores were calculated by taking the average of the six items (one item was reverse scored because of negative wording). Internal reliability was assessed using Cronbach’s α.27 A multilevel confirmatory factor analysis was performed on the six-item scale to test how well the items hung together as a construct.28 Multilevel confirmatory factor analysis accounts for caregivers nested within hospital ORs and corrects the between group covariance matrix to prevent between-group bias.28,29
To accurately assess culture or climate constructs at the hospital OR level, individual perceptions must show high agreement within units (hospital ORs) and high variance between units. We calculated intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) and the within-group intrarater reliability (r wg) statistic to justify aggregation of caregivers within their hospital ORs. The ICC(1) is a measure of between group variability. ICC(2) indicates the reliability of the group means (note that the ICC(2) relates respondents to each other and is distinct from the scale internal reliability, which relates the six items to each other). To calculate ICC(1) and ICC(2), a one-way analysis of variance was performed on individual-level responses, with intensive care unit as the independent variable. The within-group intrarater reliability (r wg) statistic is a measure of consensus that should meet or exceed 0.70 to provide an accurate index of within-group agreement. This test of consensus is important to determine whether OR caregivers within a hospital sufficiently share perceptions of teamwork climate, which would justify aggregation of individual responses to the hospital OR level.

To test for differences in perceptions of teamwork, we focused on teamwork climate by the caregiver level and the hospital OR level. Using multivariate analysis of variance, we tested for differences between OR caregivers and differences between hospitals with respect to each teamwork climate item. We then used analysis of variance to test the same groups for differences on the teamwork climate scale scores. Teamwork climate scale scores were computed by taking the average of the six items (one item was reverse scored because of its negative wording). In addition to the means used in multivariate analysis of variance, analysis of variance, and internal scale reliabilities, we also report the percent agreement (agree slightly plus agree strongly) for items and scale scores of each position and hospital. For each item, we call this “% agree,” and for the scale, we call it “% reporting good teamwork.” All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 13.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) and Mplus version 2.01 (Muthén & Muthén, Los Angeles, CA).

Results
There were 2,135 respondents out of 2,769 questionnaires administered in 60 hospitals (222 surgeons, 1,058 OR nurses, 564 surgical technicians, 170 anesthesiologists, and 121 certified registered nurse anesthetists), for an overall response rate of 77.1% (range across hospitals, 57–100%). OR nurses had the highest response rate (79%), and certified registered nurse anesthetists had the lowest (67%) (table 1). The average respondent was 43 ¥ old with 10 ¥ yr of experience at the current hospital. Surgeons (8.6% female) and anesthesiologists (12.7% female) were predominantly male.

Teamwork Climate Scores
Here we describe how caregiver responses to six teamwork climate items were used to generate a representative and reliable teamwork climate score. A multilevel confirmative factor analysis was conducted to test the validity of the teamwork climate scale at the hospital OR level. A single, latent multilevel structure fit the data well (Comparative Fit Index = 0.99, Tucker-Lewis Index = 0.98, root mean square error of approximation = 0.05, standardized root mean square residual within = 0.02, standardized root mean square residual between = 0.02). All items had standardized loadings greater than 0.80 on the between factor. The six items also showed acceptable internal consistency overall and by caregiver type (overall ¥ ¥ = 0.79, surgeon ¥ ¥ = 0.78, anesthesiologist ¥ ¥ = 0.78, certified registered nurse anesthetist ¥ ¥ = 0.81, OR nurse ¥ ¥ = 0.79, surgical technician ¥ ¥ = 0.77). Overall, these results provide support for the reliability and validity of the teamwork climate scale score as an assessment of teamwork at the hospital OR level.

Analyses on the scale score provided strong support for the legitimacy of aggregating individual-level responses to the hospital OR level (i.e., perceptions of teamwork within the ORs of a given hospital cluster together consistently, indicating specificity to that particular hospital). The ratio of total variance accounted for by group membership using the teamwork climate construct was in the range of acceptable values for reliability of a single assessment of a group mean, ICC(1) = 0.14, P < 0.001. The reliability of the group mean for
the construct was also within the range of acceptable values, ICC(2) = 0.86. The average within-group inter-rater reliability (r_wg) across units was 0.78, and above the standard 0.70 threshold. Together, these indices provide substantial justification for the legitimacy of OR teamwork climate as a collective-level construct.

Multivariate analysis of variance of the six items at the caregiver and hospital OR levels, we tested for differences on the teamwork climate scale scores. Analysis of variance demonstrated differences in teamwork climate scale scores between OR caregivers, F(4, 1,911) = 5.47, P < 0.001; surgeons (x̄ = 78.38); anesthesiologists (x̄ = 78.53); OR nurses (x̄ = 78.10); CRNAs (x̄ = 78.83); and surgical technicians (x̄ = 78.63). Figure 1 shows the percent reporting good teamwork climate as a collective-level construct.

After testing for differences on the teamwork climate items at the caregiver and hospital OR levels, we tested for differences on the scale scores. Analysis of variance demonstrated differences in teamwork climate scale scores between OR caregivers, F(4, 1,911) = 5.47, P < 0.001; surgeons (x̄ = 78.38); anesthesiologists (x̄ = 78.53); OR nurses (x̄ = 78.10); CRNAs (x̄ = 78.83); and surgical technicians (x̄ = 78.63). Figure 1 shows the percent reporting good teamwork climate as a collective-level construct.
work (the scale score equivalent of “agree slightly” or “agree strongly”) by OR caregiver and by hospital OR level.

Discussion

Frontline OR caregivers provided assessments of their teamwork climate that were empirically and psychometrically sound and varied among caregiver types and hospitals. This resulted in a valid and reliable teamwork climate score that is representative of OR caregiver responses in a single hospital. From the perspective of frontline caregivers, some hospitals had very good OR teamwork climate, whereas others were relatively poor. OR teamwork climate seemed to be in the eye of the beholder for two reasons: (1) Variability was greater between hospital OR levels than within; and (2) a consistent pattern occurred across the 60 hospitals studied, revealing that caregiver types had discrepant attitudes about teamwork with each other.

Overall, surgeons and anesthesiologists seemed more satisfied with physician–nurse collaboration than nurses did. OR nurses and certified registered nurse anesthetists did not reciprocate the high ratings of teamwork given by physicians. Our data suggest that this global difference in frontline caregiver assessments may be due to several specific issues. Relative to physicians, nurses were less positive about speaking up, feeling supported by others, physician–nurse collaboration, conflict resolution, and heeding nurse input. The origins of these discrepant attitudes are not fully understood. Clearly, there are fundamental differences between nurses and physicians, including status, authority, gender, training, and patient care responsibilities. Discussions with respondents during survey feedback presentations revealed that nurses often described good collaboration as “having their input respected,” whereas physicians often described good collaboration as having nurses “who anticipate their needs and follow instructions.”

Historically, physicians and nurses have different expectations and styles of communicating. Nurses are trained to communicate more holistically, relaying the “story” of the patient, whereas physicians are trained to succinctly communicate the “headlines.”33 Differences in communication expectations and techniques may have roots in medical and nursing educational cultures. Nevertheless, recent evidence from critical care demonstrates that providing structure to physician and nurse communications is an effective method for improving shared understanding of the situation, which in turn is associated with subsequent reductions in duration of stay.34

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organization’s recent identification of culture as an important component of a hospital system has spurred many hospitals to find valid methods to measure culture. The SAQ elicits caregiver attitudes that can assess culture in the OR. Specifically, we demonstrated how the interpersonal component of the OR work environment can be measured using the teamwork climate scale of the SAQ. This psychometrically sound assessment provides benchmarks for anesthesiology and surgery departments and hospitals seeking to compare their teamwork climate to national means and can serve as a baseline measure for evaluating interventions. Results consistently showed the appropriateness of grouping data at the hospital OR level (OR caregivers within each hospital) and demonstrated substantial differences between hospitals in perceptions of teamwork. Future research should explore the reasons for this variability because it may indicate that some hospitals with higher teamwork climate scores are engaging in potential best practices that could be identified and disseminated to the perioperative community at large. For example, previous research35 compared hospitals with better-than-average and worse-than-average clinical outcomes and found that site visits helped to identify differences in their coordination of care activities.

Although some caregivers may be skeptical about the benefits of structured communications, preoperative OR briefings and postoperative debriefings (to review and learn lessons from the case for future patient outcomes) may improve teamwork and predictability in the OR and hence improve performance. Verbalizing the plan and setting expectations is not a novel idea for teams at work in high-risk environments. In commercial aviation, where captains and first officers are responsible for hundreds of lives at a time, standard practice is to conduct predeparture briefings to set expectations and establish an open environment for communication during the
flights. Preliminary evidence suggests that preoperative OR briefings are associated with improved teamwork climate, reductions in wrong-site/wrong-procedure surgeries, early reporting of equipment issues, and reduced operational costs. Taking a few minutes to brief the entire surgical team on the operative plan, familiarity with the procedure, potential issues, and names and roles is a quick and practical method to improve outcomes.

Limitations
The teamwork climate results reported here represent findings from 60 hospitals in one system. Organizations and researchers wishing to use this information for benchmarking purposes should be aware of two limitations. First, representative response rates are critical for interpreting climate research. As such, the ability of others to obtain the representativeness we achieved here would require methodologic rigor and support from senior leadership. Second, although originally designed to be a baseline assessment, many of the hospitals had already implemented specific interventions aimed at improving patient safety. Consequently, although the results identify significant opportunities for improvement, the overall distribution across the 60 hospitals may be higher than expected for a true baseline assessment.

We propose this distribution of 60 hospitals as an initial step in benchmarking OR teamwork with some justification. First, an ideal baseline benchmarking distribution in an industry that is continuously evolving and reacting to evidence is difficult. Indeed, anesthesiology has focused on improving patient safety for several decades. As such, any scores on teamwork climate should be viewed as a measure of current climate rather than "baseline." Second, many hospitals may find this benchmarking distribution useful because they are considering or already engaging in patient safety improvement efforts, such as executive walkrounds, comprehensive unit-based safety programs, or briefings. Third, we have collected OR data from an additional 38 hospitals using the SAQ, and only one fell outside (lower than) the currently reported distribution of teamwork climate scores ranging from 16% to 100% positive. Fourth, the sample included data from 16 states. Last, and albeit anecdotally, during our frequent SAQ results feedback sessions, hospital leaders, managers, and frontline caregivers found it extremely interesting and helpful to see and compare their teamwork climate score with that of other hospitals. That is, the comparison data foster powerful culture conversations that are reflective and may be helpful.

Another limitation to the study is in accounting for all relevant sources of variability in the OR teamwork climate. We found solid evidence that perceptions of teamwork vary among OR caregivers and among hospitals. However, in the current study we did not capture variability in teamwork perceptions among different surgical specialties or different surgeons within a specialty in a single hospital. We opted not to track that level of detail here but will do so in future administrations of the SAQ. Nevertheless, findings from this study demonstrate that investigating teamwork climate at the caregiver level and at the hospital OR level is justifiable and provides unique diagnostic information about OR issues and discipline-specific issues within an OR.

There may also be limitations in convergent and content validity in the current study. Because there are no widely used teamwork climate instruments in the OR for use as comparators, it was not possible to achieve convergent validity. Although still preliminary, OR briefing research has identified two phenomena that one would expect to be negatively related to teamwork, such as rates of annual nurse turnover and wrong-site surgeries. One could hypothesize that turnover and wrong-site surgery rates would decrease as teamwork climate increases.

Comprehensive content validity could be a limitation because we assessed the construct using only six items related to interpersonal dynamics in the OR. However, our goal was survey brevity with scale thoroughness, which required compromises in content that we expect will continue to evolve and improve over time. Nevertheless, previous observations of effective teamwork behaviors in the OR demonstrate that our six teamwork climate items are legitimate areas of inquiry. In addition, research from commercial aviation and nuclear power plants found these same behaviors (e.g., speaking up, resolving conflicts, asking questions, interdisciplinary collaboration) to be important in managing workload, preventing errors, and solving problems in safety-critical industries.

Our current findings add a new metric for assessing teamwork in the OR and add much detail to more general reports of discrepant attitudes about collaboration between physicians and nurses. These findings in the OR setting are similar to teamwork climate findings in intensive care units. We identified specific teamwork-related attitudes that can be targeted to potentially improve clinical and operational outcomes such as nurse turnover rates, duration of stay, burnout rates, surgical case duration, wrong-site surgeries, burns, and postoperative infections, to name a few.

Attitudes about teamwork are associated with error reduction behaviors in aviation, patient outcomes in intensive care units, and nurse turnover in the OR. Good teamwork is associated with better job satisfaction and less sick time taken from work. National Aeronautics and Space Administration researchers have also found that teamwork can counteract some of the detrimental effects of fatigue on performance. Recent work in pediatric surgery suggests that good teamwork-related behaviors may lead to better patient outcomes.
Similarly, recent observational work during neonatal resuscitations demonstrated links among teamwork behaviors, independent assessments of resuscitation quality, and compliance with evidence-based medicine. Discrepant attitudes about teamwork may also be a significant source of nurse dissatisfaction with their profession that has led to our critical nursing shortage. These discrepancies in perceptions of teamwork climate by OR caregivers do not extend to safety climate, but the significant variability in teamwork climate at the hospital OR level is consistent in safety climate.

Given the emerging evidence about the importance of teamwork, its relationship to outcomes, and the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations’ future culture assessment requirement, we must address the lack of teamwork climate data for managers, department chairs, and hospital executives.

In conclusion, using the SAQ, we measured teamwork climate in the ORs of 60 hospitals. The analyses demonstrated the psychometric soundness of the teamwork climate scale, which provides a robust consensus score that is internally consistent overall and across OR caregiver types. Teamwork climate varies widely among hospitals, emphasizing the need to measure culture and tailor improvements efforts. Recent studies of OR briefings seem to be a promising area of research for improving teamwork climate in the OR, but they are an initial step in what will be a long journey to develop and refine a variety of tools to understand and improve OR teamwork. We could and should focus on what surgical teams do well in an attempt to build constructively on what we learn from investigating defects. Given that teamwork climate is important, measurable, and responsive to interventions, teamwork climate assessments from front-line caregivers using the SAQ could become a routine measure of patient safety.
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